Fusion of an ETS-family gene, EIAF, to EWS by t(17;22)(q12;q12) chromosome translocation in an undifferentiated sarcoma of infancy.
EIAF is a newly isolated ETS-family gene that is located on 17q21 and codes for the adenovirus EIA enhancer-binding protein. In our chromosome analysis of 18 of the Ewing family of tumors and undifferentiated sarcomas, we found t(17;22)(q12;q12) in an MIC2 antigen-positive undifferentiated sarcoma of infancy. On Southern blot analysis, EWS and EIAF cDNA probes hybridized to the same rearranged band, indicating that an EWS-EIAF fusion gene was formed in the tumor. Further Southern blot analysis using four EIAF cDNA probes of different sizes showed that the breakpoint lies in the region upstream to the ETS domain of the EIAF gene. EIAF may be the fourth ETS-family gene to be identified forming a fusion gene with EWS. We assume that the RNA binding domain of EWS may have been replaced by the DNA binding domain of EIAF in the EWS-EIAF fusion protein as in other fusion proteins previously characterized in Ewing sarcoma and other types of sarcomas.